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“Out of all the neighborhoods in Manhattan, Soho in particu-
lar had the charged atmosphere of a movie set, populated with 
passersby who looked like extras from Central Casting, so 
perfectly did they fit into this environment. There was the feeling 
of everything being not quite real, or too perfectly cliched to 
actually be true, and it began to rain in a fine, misty drizzle 
from a black patent leather sky.” 
  ————Candace Bushnell, Lipstick Jungle
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THANK YOU.

Wish you will have a fascinating experience at SoHo

Experiencing artists’ heaven in SoHo...

As a graduate student from The New School, Yuki has been surrounded 
by lots of talented people and amazing artworks. She loves visiting 
galleries and exhibitions because she always find lots of inspirations for 
her study and design. Soho is a place where Yuki normally visits on the 
weekend, not only because there are tons of galleries in the Soho area, 
but also she enjoys walking on the street and seeing the street art which 
she thinks are the best in Manhattan. 

Yuki is going to visit one of the best galleries in Soho which is called The 
Drawing Center. When she walks in, she is attracted by its wooden floor 
and cast-iron columns, they reminds her about Soho’s glory days as a 
gallery district. She was expecting a roomful of framed works on paper,  
but she sees an abstract sculpture by art-star Richard Tuttle as a 
selection of works by proto-Surrealist James Ensor. From Yuki’s art 
knowledge, she knows that over the past few years, artists have been 
redefining the medium, and this time, she sees artists' efforts of seeking 
new things. 

After visiting the gallery, Yuki goes to a performing art theater called 
HERE which hosts lots of urban performance and visual arts. The first 
floor is a cozy lobby cafe and Yuki orders some foods there, then she 
goes to the upstairs, the upstairs space is long, wide and low. She spends 
some times there to see the urban dance show and relax. Yuki sits there 
and all the art works that she has seen start popping up in her mind, 
she feels calm and evoked.

The Drawing Center:

35 Wooster St, New 

York, NY 10013


